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the creativity of diverse ethnic groups but ironi
cally now are expected to express the transethnic
unification of these groups into an integral state
struggling to express a unified identity despite an
ethnic or tribal heterogeneity that is embodied in
 this very art. Such artefacts have taken on pro
found importance as symbols of national dignity.
Among some Africans, especially Muslims and
Christians who were long taught to hold such
works in contempt as signs of a debased paganism,
this emerging African evaluation appears in part
a response to a new and increasing admiration

expressed for African art by Westerners. Yet the
overwhelming masses of Africans have remained
far more interested in selling such works in or
der to surmount their grinding poverty and have
willingly contributed to the widespread looting of
archaeological sites and settlements with an artistic
tradition. Museum-visiting is not yet a popular
practice among most Africans, not even middle-
class intellectuals, the very social category who in
the West consider taste in art as part of their social
capital. In large part this traditional African art re
mains a patrimony to be held onto for the future, to
be loaned abroad or seen by foreign visitors, who
will be impressed by Africans’ traditional achieve
ments. Some measure of the still limited scope of
African interest in “fine” traditional art may be
gathered by noting that there are few Africans in
this field. In the catalogue, out of 126 contributing
experts, only 4 are Black Africans and 2 are Arabs.
Having few African voices in this catalogue is a
serious defect (see Oguibe 1996: 15).

Recent protests in Taipei, Taiwan, illustrate how
concern for cultural patrimony may stir masses
ordinarily indifferent to art and not inclined to visit
museums. When it was announced that treasures

from the former Chinese imperial art collections
(taken out of mainland China by the Kuomintang
and now held in Taiwan, though the bulk is rarely
if ever exhibited) were to be briefly loaned for dis
play at museums in the United States, violent pro
tests prevented some of the choicest objects from
being sent. (The reduced loan is on exhibit in New
York City as I type this). The Taiwanese protests
were more expressions of chauvinistic, anti-West
ern sentiments than knowledgeable concern over

the safety of these fragile works (Solomon 1996).
While this anecdote involves Asia rather than Afri
ca, it dramatically underscores the contradictory
issues related to art as national patrimony rather
than simply beautiful objects. One issue involves
just whose patrimony such art is. In the Taiwanese
case, the art was thought to exemplify the great
est cultural achievements of all China. Yet some

would argue that by these terms the vast imperial
collection belongs in mainland China where most
Chinese dwell and not in Taiwan. Yet for these
very reasons some Taiwanese zealously guard the
collection as legitimizing their questioned iden
tity as “the real” China. Governments claiming
such cultural property are asserting unitary cultural
identity and legitimacy which, considering their
diverse peoples and pasts, they cannot realistically
claim.

Both in the Chinese case and in Africa, gov
ernments claim moral rights over cultural, iconic
property as part of their broader campaign to con
solidate a shaky legitimacy sometimes questioned
both within their borders and outside. The Chi
nese case is well understood. In Africa, the arts

nearly always stem from diverse ethnic and cultur
al groups whose identities have been suppressed
or even oppressed from above in the name of
achieving a modern, unified nation-state. Holding
diverse cultural patrimony helps confirm newly
invented national identity that in some ways is at
odds with older, more divisive ones. This is not
to argue that foreigners have better claims to such
objects than have Africans, but rather to note that
well publicized patriotic claims to art couched in
moral and aesthetic rhetoric are actually political
rhetoric. Such painful and ugly issues never appear
in this catalogue which is determinedly celebra
tory. Yet these issues are implicit throughout the
volume (and exhibit) and acknowledged if only
briefly in the Royal Academy’s popular journal
RA Magazine published when the exhibit opened
(1995). I return to these issues when I discuss how
this catalogue and exhibit relate to African identity
and to claims about lost cultural patrimony. I here
simply provide three brief contrasting illustrations
of the kinds of contradictions between African
nation-building and African ethnicity which I have
in mind. In all three cases, the contradictions stem
not only from a difference between transethnic
nationalism and artistically creative ethnicity but
between art as something used and meaningful in
people’s lives and art as something to be con
templated and visited in national museums, sacred
spaces outside the profane environment of every
day life.

First, the world famous Yoruba thirteenth cen
tury copper figure from Tala, Nigeria (407), was
taken from a Nupe village shrine, where it had
long been stored and venerated, and deposited
by government agents in the Nigerian National
Collections where it would be better protected and
conserved and also where it might represent the
achievements of a Nigerian nation. Second, the


